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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two ntatementn about the BGP community attribute are
true? (Choone two.)
A. A prefix can nupport only one community attribute.
B. It in a well-known, dincretionary BGP attribute.
C. Routern nend the community attribute to all BGP neighborn
automatically.
D. A router can change a received community attribute before
advertining it to peern.

E. It in an optional trannitive BGP attribute.
Answer: D,E
Explanation:
A community in a group of prefixen that nhare nome common
property and can be configured with the BGP
community attribute. The BGP Community attribute in an optional
trannitive attribute of variable length. The attribute
connintn of a net of four octet valuen that npecify a
community. The community attribute valuen are encoded with an
Autonomoun Syntem (AS) number in the firnt two octetn, with the
remaining two octetn defined by the AS. A prefix can
have more than one community attribute. A BGP npeaker that neen
multiple community attributen in a prefix can act
baned on one, nome or all the attributen. A router han the
option to add or modify a community attribute before the
router pannen the attribute on to other peern.
Reference:
http://www.cinco.com/c/en/un/nupport/docn/ip/border-gateway-pro
tocol-bgp/28784-bgp-community.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which generating QoS reports CAR tool, what two parameters are
valid for report generation? (Choose two)
A. gateway types
B. route pattrens/hunt pilots
C. route groups
D. route Iists
E. partitions
F. IP phone directory numbers
Answer: A,B
Explanation:
Configuring Route Pattern and Hunt Pilot Device Reports Only
CAR administrators generate the Route/Hunt List Utilization
report. The Route/Hunt List Utilization report provides an
estimate of the maximum utilization percentage of the
route/hunt list (cumulative utilization of all the gateways
under the route/hunt list) for the period and not the exact
utilization. The system calculates the cumulative utilization
of all the gateways under the route lists and all the lines
under the hunt lists.
You can examine the usage based on each hour of a day or on a
specified number of days for each week or month. Reports
generate for each of the selected route/hunt lists.
You can either view reports that the system automatically
generates or generate new reports. Only CAR administrators can
schedule reports for automatic generation.
Link:
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/voice_ip_comm/cucm/service/8_6_
1/car/cardvrou.html
Configuring QoS System Reports
CAR provides reporting capabilities for three levels of users:

Administrators-Generate system reports to help with load
balancing, system performance, and troubleshooting.
Managers-Generate reports for users, departments, and QoS to
help with call monitoring for budgeting or security purposes
and for determining the voice quality of the calls.
Individual users-Generate a billing report for calls by each
user.
Link:
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/voice_ip_comm/cucm/service/7_0_
1/car/carsyqos.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
To enable the sending of email notifications with SET ALERTMAIL
ON, what must be configured first?
A. Check the ENABLE EMAIL box in the Alert Configuration tab
B. Add INCLUDE.ALERTMAIL to the include-exclude list
C. DEFINE or UPDATE the hub server with ALERT=EMAIL
D. REGISTER or Update the administrator with ALERT=YES
MAILADDRESS=email_address
Answer: D
Explanation:
For each administrator ID that must receive email notification,
issue one of the following commands to activate email
notification and to specify the email address:
REGISTER ADMIN admin_name ALERT=YES EMAILADDRESS=email_address
Or
UPDATE ADMIN admin_name ALERT=YES EMAILADDRESS=email_address
References:https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSEQVQ_8
.1.0/srv.install/t_oc
_inst_email_configure.html

NEW QUESTION: 4
The technique used to ensure security in virtual private
networks (VPNs) is:
A. encryption.
B. transform.
C. encapsulation.
D. wrapping.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Encapsulation, or tunneling, is a technique used to carry the
traffic of one protocol over a network that does not support
that protocol directly. The original packet is wrapped in
another packet. The other choices are not security techniques
specific to VPNs.
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